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By using the NexSPheRIO ode, we study the ellipti-ow utuations in Au+Au
ollisions at 200AGeV. It is shown that, by xing the parameters of the model
to orretly reprodue the harged pseudo-rapidity and the transverse-momentum
distributions, reasonable agreement of < v2 > with data is obtained, both as funtion
of pseudo-rapidity as well as of transverse momentum, for harged partiles. Our
results on ellipti-ow utuations are in good agreement with the reently measured
data on experiments.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is by now widely aepted that hydrodynamis is a suessful approah for desribing
the olletive ow in high-energy nulear ollisions. The basi assumption in hydrodynamial
models is the loal thermal equilibrium. It is assumed that, after a omplex proess involving
mirosopi ollisions of nulear onstituents, at a ertain early instant a hot and dense
matter is formed, whih would be in loal thermal equilibrium. After this instant, the system
would evolve hydrodynamially, following the well known set of dierential equations.
However, sine our systems are not large enough, important event-by-event utuations
are expeted. With regard to this question, utuation in the initial onditions deserves a
speial onsideration. Beause the inident nulei are not smooth objets, if thermalization
is veried at very early time as usually assumed in hydrodynami approah, the initial
onditions for hydrodynamis, expressed by distributions of veloity and thermodynami
quantities at suh an instant, ould not be smooth and would utuate from event to event.
In the past few years, we have studied several eets aused by suh utuating and
2non-smooth initial onditions on some observables, by using a ode espeially developed for
this purpose, whih we all NeXSPheRIO [15℄. In partiular, we showed in preliminary
works on Au+Au ollisions at 130AGeV that utuations of v2 are quite large [1℄. Reently,
σv2/〈v2〉 data were obtained in 200AGeV Au+Au ollisions [68℄, showing a good agreement
with our previous results, when QGP is inluded. The main objet of this ommuniation
is to hek it at the orret energy and with a more updated version of the ode.
In what follows, we will rst give a brief desription of the NeXSPheRIO ode. This
will be done in the next Setion. Then, we explain in Setion 3 how this ode is used to
ompute the observables of our interest. We show the results of omputations in Setion 4
where eets of utuations in the initial onditions are emphasized. Finally, onlusions
are drawn and further outlook are given.
2. NEXSPHERIO CODE
NeXSPheRIO is a juntion of two odes: NeXus and SPheRIO. The NeXus ode [9℄ is
used to ompute the initial onditions (IC) T µν , jµ and uµ on some initial hypersurfae.
It is a mirosopi model based on the Regge-Gribov theory and the main advantage for
our purpose is that, one a pair of inident nulei or hadrons and their inident energy are
hosen, it an produe, in the event-by-event basis, detailed spae distributions of energy-
momentum tensor, baryon-number, strangeness and harge densities, at a given initial time
τ =
√
t2 − z2 ∼ 1 fm. Remark that, when we use a mirosopi model to reate a set of IC
for hydrodynamis, the energy-momentum tensor produed by the mirosopi model does
not neessarily orrespond to that of loal equilibrium, so we need to transform it to that of
the equilibrated matter, adopting some proedure as desribed in detail in Ref. [10℄.
We show in Fig. 1 an example of suh a utuating event, produed by NeXus event
generator, for entral Au + Au ollision at 130AGeV, ompared with an average over 30
events. As an be seen, the energy-density distribution for a single event (left), at the
mid-rapidity plane, presents several blobs of high-density matter, whereas in the averaged
IC (right) the distribution is smoothed out, even though the number of events is only 30.
The latter would orresponds to the usually adopted smooth and symmetrial IC in many
hydrodynami alulations. The bumpy event struture, as exihibited in Fig. 1, was also
shown in alulations with HIJING [11℄. As already observed there and studied in [15, 10℄
3this bumpy struture gives important onsequenes in the observables.
Solving the hydrodynami equations for events, so irregular as the one shown in Fig 1,
requires a speial are. The SPheRIO ode is well suited to omputing the hydrodynamial
evolution of suh systems. It is based on Smoothed Partile Hydrodynamis (SPH), a method
originally developed in astrophysis [12℄ and adapted to relativisti heavy ion ollisions [13℄. It
parametrizes the ow in terms of disrete Lagrangian oordinates attahed to small volumes
(alled partiles) with some onserved quantities. Its main advantage is that any geometry
in the initial onditions an be inorporated and giving a desired preision.
Now, we have to speify some equation of state (EoS) desribing the loally equilibrated
matter. Here, in aordane with Ref. [4℄, we will adopt a phenomenologial implementation
of EoS, giving a ritial end point in the QGP-hadron gas transition line, as suggested by
the lattie QCD [14℄.
Although too simplied, we shall neglet in the following any dissipative eets and
also assume the usual sudden freezeout at a onstant temperature. As for the onserved
quantities, besides the energy, momentum and entropy, we onsider just the baryon number.
In omputing several observables, NeXSPheRIO desribed here is run many times, or-
responding to many dierent events or initial onditions. At the end, an average over nal
results is performed. We believe that this mimis more losely the experimental onditions,
as ompared to the anonial approah where usually smooth initial onditions for just one
(averaged) event are adjusted to reprodue some seleted data.
3. ADJUSTING THE PARAMETERS OF THE MODEL
Having been depited our tool, let us now explain how we x the parameters of the model
and ompute the observables of our interest.
First of all, sine it is impossible to know the impat parameter in experiments, we use
some quantity whih in priniple an be experimentally determined to dene the entrality.
For instane, in our ode, it is possible to determine the number of partiipant nuleons
in eah event whih is intimately onneted to the often used ZDC energy. Although the
partiipant number is losely related to the impat parameter, it is not the same [3℄ due to
utuations.
Now, ertainly any model to be onsidered as suh should reprodue the most funda-
4mental, global quantities involving the lass of phenomena for whih it is proposed. So,
we begin by xing the initial onditions so as to reprodue properly the (pseudo-)rapidity
distributions of harged partiles in eah entrality window. This is done by applying an
η-dependent fator ∼ 1 to the initial energy density distribution of all the events of eah
entrality lass, produed by NeXus. Examples of suh fators are shown in Fig. 2 for the
entrality (15 - 25)% lass both for utuating IC and the averaged IC. We show the re-
sultant pseudo-rapidity distributions in Fig. 3. Here, without utuation means that the
omputation has been done for one event whose IC are the average of the same 122 utuat-
ing IC, used in the other ase, exept for the normalization fator shown in Fig. 2. Results
with averaged IC are being shown in omparison, to learly exhibit the eets of utuating
initial onditions. Observe that, to obtain the same multipliity as shown in Fig. 3, we have
to start with a smaller average energy density in the ase of averaged IC, as implied by
the normalization fator of Fig. 2. This is a manifestation of the eet already disussed
in Ref. [10℄. Another observation onerning Fig. 3 is that the freezeout temperature, Tfo ,
gives a negligible inuene on the (pseudo-)rapidity distributions.
Next, we would like to orretly reprodue the transverse-momentum spetra of harged
partiles, whih an be ahieved by hoosing an appropriate freezeout temperature, Tfo .
Figure 4 shows examples of hoie with the orresponding spetra. One an see in this
Figure that the utuating IC make the transverse-momentum spetra more onave, loser
to data. Also, one sees that higher freezeout temperature is required in this ase, as ompared
to the one for averaged IC. These harateristis are onsequenes of the bumpy struture of
the energy-density distribution, as shown in Fig. 1, beause, those high-energy spots produe
higher aeleration than the smooth distribution, due to a higher pressure gradient.
4. RESULTS
In Fig. 5, upper panel, we show the pseudo-rapidity distributions of v2 for harged par-
tiles, alulated in three entrality windows as indiated. It is seen that they reasonably
reprodue the overall behavior of the existing data, both the entrality and the η depen-
denes. The lower panel of Figure 5 shows the transverse-momentum distribution of v2 in
the mid-rapidity region. Again, the main feature is very well reprodued. Notie that, dier-
ently from the usual hydrodynami alulations, the urve shows some bending at large-pT
5values that is due, in our opinion, to the granular struture of our initial onditions, whih
produes a violent isotropi expansion at the beginning, so reduing the anisotropy of large-
pT omponents. This question is being studied more arefully.
Now, we show the results for v2 utuations in Fig. 6. The freeze-out temperature has
been hosen as explained in the previous Setion and inreases with the impat parameter
〈b〉 (dereases with the partiipant nuleon number Np), or the uid deouples hotter and
hotter as one goes from more entral to more peripheral ollisions as expeted. We remark
that, also in omputing the pT distribution of v2 shown in Fig. 5, these values of temperature
have been used and then averaged over the partial windows. The urves of v2 utuations,
plotted in Fig. 6, indiate that the NeXSPheRIO results remain in nie agreement with the
data, also in the present alulation.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this ommuniation, we gave an aount of a hek we made of the previous results on
harged v2 utuations [1℄, to see whether a more areful omputation at the orret energy
200AGeV and with a more updated version of the ode an still reprodue the reently
measured σv2/〈v2〉 data [68℄.
In our model, the utuations of the observables appear mostly beause of the initial
ondition utuations, introdued by the NeXus generator [9℄, with some additional small
eets appearing from the freeze-out proedure with Monte-Carlo method. The latter is,
however, usually made negligible with inreasing Monte-Carlo events at the freezeout.
Our onlusion is that we are in the orret way, being able to reprodue the essential
features of v2 for harged partiles, and our previous predition for v2 utuations, with
QGP introdued, remain valid for 200AGeV Au+Au ollisions.
As mentioned in the previous Setion, we are further studying in more detail eets of
inhomogeneity of the initial onditions on v2 . Another study in progress is the eets of
ontinuous emission instead of sudden freezeout.
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Figure 1. Examples of initial onditions for entral Au+Au ollisions given by NeXus at
mid-rapidity plane. The energy density is plotted in units of GeV/fm
3
. Left: one random event.
Right: average over 30 random events (orresponding to the smooth initial onditions in the usual
hydro approah).
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Figure 2. Example of η-dependent fator whih was used to multiply the energy density given by
NeXus in the initial onditions of eah event.
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Figure 3. Results of pseudo-rapidity distributions alulated with the NeXus initial onditions as
explained in the text. PHOBOS data [15℄ are shown for omparison.
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Figure 4. Results of transverse-momentum distributions alulated with the NeXus initial
onditions as explained in the text. PHOBOS data [16℄ are shown for omparison.
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